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FSI Director Coit D. “Chip” Blacker,  
the Olivier Nomellini Professor in  
International Studies, opens FSI’s  
fourth annual international confer- 
ence, noting “After a grueling  
22-month campaign, change truly  
has come to the United States with  
the election of Barack Obama as  
this country’s 44th president.”

On November 13, 2008, FSI convened  
its fourth annual international  
conference, Transitions 2009. Coming  
on the heels of the U.S. presidential  
election, the conference gave distin- 
guished Stanford faculty, outside experts,  
and practitioners a platform to advance  
policy recommendations and discuss the  
abundant opportunities for change offered  

TraNSITIONS 2009 
Freeman Spogli Institute’s Fourth annual International Conference

continued on page 8

Displaying the cover of the German  
news magazine Der Spiegel, calling  
Barack Obama “The President of  
the World,” Stanford President  
Emeritus and constitutional law  
expert Gerhard Casper discusses  
U.S. standing in the world and the  
challenge of restoring global confi-
dence in U.S. leadership.

Delivering the keynote address, “Beyond  
the West?” Timothy Garton Ash, professor  
of European studies at Oxford and Hoover  
Institution senior fellow, discusses the  
challenges of a multipolar world, noting,  
“This is a story more of the rise of the rest  
than of the fall of the West.” 

Addressing “U.S. Transition 2009,” featuring  
Chip Blacker, Gerhard Casper, Alan Garber,  
and Stephen Krasner, physician and econo-
mist Garber discusses the crisis in health  
care financing and reform prospects, advising  
that rationalizing payment for care is “the  
single most important and difficult thing  
we can do.” 

Brookings’ Carlos Pascual, NYU’s Bruce  
Jones, and FSI’s Stephen Stedman, directors  
of Managing Global Insecurity, release their  
groundbreaking “Plan for Action” seeking  
to mobilize more effective action against  
transnational threats and build the political  
support networks needed for revitalization  
of international institutions.

(photos: steve castillo)

by the election of Barack Obama as  
the new U.S. president and historic  
transitions abroad. a by-invitation  
audience of 370, including Stanford  
scholars and alumni, policymakers,  

diplomats, and leaders from business,  
medicine, and law, engaged in animated day- 
long debate and discussion about domestic 
and foreign policy priorities.
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during the 18 months after  january 2007,  cereal prices doubled,  

setting off a world food crisis. In the United States, rising food prices have been a  

pocketbook annoyance. Most americans can opt to buy lower-priced sources of  

calories and proteins and eat out less frequently. But for nearly half of the world’s  

population — the 2.5 billion people who live on less than $2 per day — rising costs  

mean fewer meals, smaller portions, stunted children, and higher infant mortality  

rates. The price explosion has produced, in short, a crisis of food security, defined by  

the Food and agriculture Organization (FaO) as the physical and economic access to  

the food necessary for a healthy and productive life. and it has meant a sharp setback  

to decades-long efforts to reduce poverty in poor countries.

The current situation is quite unlike the food crises of 1966 and 1973. It is not  

the result of a significant drop in food supply caused by bad weather, pests, or policy  

changes in the former Soviet Union. rather, it is fundamentally a demand-driven  

story of “success.” rising incomes, especially in China, India, Indonesia, and Brazil,  

have increased demand for diversified diets that include more meat and vegetable  

oils. against this background of growing income and demand, increased global  

consumption of biofuels and the american and European quest for energy self- 

sufficiency have added further strains to the agricultural system. at the same time,  

neglected investments in productivity-improving agricultural technology — along  

with a weak U.S. dollar, excessive speculation, and misguided government policies in  

both developed and developing countries — have exacerbated the situation. Climate  

change also looms ominously over the entire global food system.

In short, an array of agricultural, economic, and political connections among  

commodities and across nations are now working together to the detriment of the  

world’s food-insecure people.

* * *
The complexity of the food crisis across commodities, space, and time makes it  

difficult to give a precise statement of causes. That said, the direct and indirect effects  

of increased ethanol production in response to rising oil prices seem to have pushed  

an already tight food system (with weak investment in innovation) over the edge.  

Our Daily Bread 
Without Public Investment, the Food Crisis  
Will Only Get Worse
FSE DIrECTOr rOSaMOND NaylOr aND DEPUTy DIrECTOr WalTEr FalCON DISCUSS ThE FOOD CrISIS  

IN a lEaD arTIClE IN ThE SEPTEMBEr/OCTOBEr 2008 ISSUE OF BOSTON REvIEW

The U.S. Department of agriculture’s assessment that biofuels were 3 percent of the  

problem completely lacks credibility, and the International Food Policy research  

Center’s estimate of 30 percent may also be too low. What happens to future corn and  

vegetable oil prices, and therefore to the entire structure of food prices, is dependent  

primarily on the price of oil and on whether the new biofuel mandates for ethanol in  

the United States and biodiesel in Europe are imposed or rescinded.

The price of oil, in particular, is a fundamental factor in the overall equation. In a  

world of $50-per-barrel oil, growth in biofuels would have been more limited, with  

a much smaller spillover onto food prices. But the links that have emerged between  

agricultural and energy sectors will shape future investments and the well-being of  

farmers and consumers worldwide.

Misguided domestic policies serving particular groups of constituents in a wide  

range of countries are also driving the crisis. Export bans on food in response to  

populist pressures are likely to yield small and short-lived gains, while producing  

large and long-term damage to low-income consumers in other countries. The food  

system is indeed global, yet the principal actors are national governments, not inter- 

national agencies. The latter can help with solutions, but fundamental improvements  

require more enlightened national policies.

as Zoellick’s passage in this essay  

implies, much of the current crisis  

could have been avoided and can be  

fixed over time. Individuals, national  

governments, and international institu- 

tions took agriculture for granted for  

20 years, and their neglect has now  

caught up with the world. Fortunately,  

high food prices and the resulting  

political upheaval have induced national  

governments and such international  

institutions as the World Bank to pledge  

greater investments in agricultural  

development. Unfortunately, these  

pledges only came as a response to  

widespread malnutrition among the  

world’s poorest households.

In response to rising demand and  

higher prices, some new sources of  

supply are emerging, including soybean  

expansion in Brazil and oil palm  

expansion in Indonesia. however, the  

environmental impacts of such expan- 

sion, particularly when it involves  

clearing tropical rainforests, are  

potentially serious. Similarly, efforts  

to increase crop yields in existing  

agricultural areas are leading to greater  

fertilizer inputs and losses to the  

surrounding environment. The trade-

offs between agricultural productivity  

and environmental sustainability,  

particularly in an era of climate change, appear to be more extreme than ever before.

The current food crisis has different origins than previous global food crises and  

will require different solutions. It also differs from famines in isolated geographic  

areas for which food aid and other palliatives can provide quick fixes. The present  

situation is instead reflected in higher infant mortality and poverty rates over a much  

wider geography. Given the underlying pressures of growing population, increasing  

global incomes, and the search for oil substitutes, leaders in both the public and  

private sectors in developed and developing nations need to be serious about expanded  

agricultural investments and improved food policies. Otherwise, the current situation  

will only get worse, especially for the 40 percent of the world’s population that is  

already living so close to the edge.   

“What we are witnessing is not a natural disaster — a silent tsunami or  
a perfect storm. ... [The food crisis] is a man-made catastrophe, and  
as such must be fixed by people.”  ROBERT ZOEllICK, THE WORlD BANK (JUlY 1, 2008)

(photo: marshall Burke)
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Better Health, Lower Cost:  
Can Innovation Save Health Reform?

on september 16,  2008,  fs i ’s  center for health policy  (chp)  and center for  
primary care and outcomes research (pcor)  hosted a unique conference at Stanford University,  

Better Health, lower Cost: Can Innovation Save Health Reform? in honor of their 10th anniversary.

The conference provided a West Coast forum to discuss how and whether innovation in health care delivery,  

payment incentives, and technology could play a pivotal role in improving access to high-quality health care  

globally. The ties between innovation and health care expenditures were explored as speakers discussed the domestic  

and developing world contexts. The conference had significant participation from Silicon Valley and Bay area  

entrepreneurs, venture capital and investment banking executives, leaders of the biotech and high-tech industries,  

provider and insurance executives, as well as academics, students, and policymakers.

Moderated by Matt Miller, senior advisor, McKinsey & Company, the conference included a prominent group  

of speakers from three constituencies — the private sector, philanthropy, and the policy community. Delivering the  

luncheon address, ChP/PCOr Director alan Garber noted that while he originally wanted the title of his talk to  

be “how to make deep cuts in health care expenditures,” it eventually became “reduced growth in health care  

expenditures,” reflecting the challenge of reducing health care costs. Dr. Garber presented data on how health care  

expenditures in the United States are extremely high, even assuming value for money, and discussed a number of  

controversial approaches to reducing health care expenditures. These include understanding comparative effective- 

ness of alternatives for diagnosis and treatment, aligning payment incentives (paying doctors and hospitals for  

improving outcomes), creating health insurance markets that everyone could buy from, and limiting the health  

insurance tax exclusion. he summed up the key steps for reducing expenditure growth as 1) better financing and  

payment and 2) better information. 

In his keynote address, Peter Orszag, former director of the Congressional Budget Office and current director of  

the Office of Management and Budget, emphasized that “health care costs are the key to our fiscal future,” yet there  

seem “to be substantial inefficiencies in the health system.” he also warned that “just as economics ignored psychology  

to its peril for too long … too much of health care policy and medical science is making the same mistake.”

In other conference highlights, Plenary I addressed “Innovation in health Care in the United States” with talks  

by George C. halvorson from the Kaiser Foundation health Plan, Gail r. Wilensky from Project hope, and  

Brook Byers from Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. halvorson pointed to development of “systematic data-rich  

patient-focused care [and] caregivers who are connected with each other for the care of individual patients.” “We  

need electronic medical records [and] we need care tracking not isolated care silos,” he said. Gail Wilensky argued  

that the “use of better information and better incentives [is] a way to help us learn smarter, to practice smarter,  

and learn how to spend smarter.” Brook Byers represented “innovators on the product side from the private sector.”  

he emphasized the importance of genes, noting that new molecular diagnostic tests linking an individual’s genetic  

variation of a disease to a specific “medication response profile” is truly “individualized medicine,” with the  

potential to reduce costs.

Plenary II on “Imperatives for U.S. health Care reform: the Next Four years” included talks by Mark Smith  

from the California healthCare Foundation, Stirling Bryan from the University of Vancouver, and arnold Milstein  

from the Pacific Business Group on health. all three speakers offered approaches for making health care more  

affordable. Bryan discussed using cost-effectiveness analysis as an approach to setting limits on treatment spending.  

as an example, he cited the National Institute for health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), a special health authority  

in England that “makes coverage decisions and reimbursement decisions in relation to new and existing health-

care technologies.” Milstein relayed what “employers who are leaders in pursuit of more cost-effective care are  

thinking,” arguing that to make health care more affordable to an average american family we have to “vastly  

speed up translational efficiency in the U.S. health-care delivery system,” meaning shortening the average length of 

time between the discovery of a better, cheaper way of delivering care and institutionalizing it in the industry. The  

“answer to affordability of health care for people in this country has to be to some extent the reorganization of  

the delivery system,” Smith said. One approach to this is the development of tools that would “allow less skilled  

people to do the work of formerly more skilled people.”

Plenary III on “Sustaining Innovation in the Developing World” included talks by John C. Martin, chairman  

and CEO of Gilead Sciences, Inc., Melinda Moree from Moree Consulting, and Paul Wise, the richard E. Behrman  

Professor in Child health and ChP/PCOr core faculty member. John Martin discussed an innovative and successful  

approach to making hIV drugs accessible to developing countries, advising that we “license the manufacturing  

technology to some Indian generics, teach them how to manufacture a drug, and let them compete without  

restriction in this [drug] market so that there will be economic competition.” Melinda Moree conveyed her  

experiences with public-private partnerships, noting that there have been some successes with this approach to  

tackling diseases such as malaria, TB, and hIV in the developing worlds, but the one major failure has been the  

inability “to attract the pre-profit large biotech companies.” as a physician working in developing countries, Paul  

Wise offered a “perspective of desperation.” his plea was that people expand their thinking about innovation not  

just by talking about it, but by extending “notions of innovation into delivery systems.” Through “more creative  

innovation, directed at the implementation of new expanding efficiency,” he argued, “we will be able to respond  

effectively and more urgently to the recognition that ... the struggle for innovation and the struggle for justice will 

forever be inextricably linked.”   

top to Bottom: alain enthoven, marriner s. eccles professor of puBlic and private management (left), keynote speaker peter r.  
orszag, former director of the congressional Budget office and current director of the office of management and Budget,  
and physician and economist alan garBer, chp/pcor director, discuss health care reform; lenny mendonca mBa ’87, director of  
mckinsey & company, inc. and chairman of the mckinsey gloBal institute, poses a question during the conference; John c. martin,  
chairman and ceo, gilead sciences, inc. (left), melinda moree, gloBal health consultant, and stanford physician paul h. wise, the  
richard e. Behrman professor in child health and chp/pcor core faculty memBer, discuss the challenges and opportunities of  
health care innovation in developing countries. (photos: steve castillo)

Celebrating a  
10th Anniversary
CHP and PCOR were established in 1998 as a  

focus for health policy and outcomes research for  

Stanford University. Operating under the Freeman  

Spogli Institute for International Studies and the  

Stanford School of Medicine, the centers produce  

sophisticated research and timely information to  

help guide health policy and improve clinical  

practice. For more information on the centers’ work  

or to view the conference video, please visit the  

centers’ website at http://healthpolicy.stanford.edu  

or contact Vandana Sundaram, assistant director  

for research, at sund@stanford.edu.
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Documents Detail Iranian Training  
of Iraqi Militias
By DaN STOBEr

an army terrorism expert  and an affil iate  at 
the center for international  security  and  
cooperation  has released 85 pages of once-secret documents  

that provide an insider’s account of how Iranian military and lebanese  

hezbollah forces train Iraqi Shiite militants to kill U.S. soldiers.

The documents — summaries of interviews with captured Iraqi  

fighters — were chilling to read, said Col. Joseph Felter, a Special Forces  

veteran and former director of the Combating Terrorism Center at  

West Point. his army colleagues have been “on the receiving end of  

this,” he said. Felter, a national security affairs fellow at the hoover  

Institution, presented his findings  

during an October 9 CISaC social  

science seminar titled “The Enemy of 

my Enemy is Iran: Iranian Influence  

in Iraq.”

Iran has denied the training, but  

Felter says the newly declassified  

interviews help make a compelling  

case. The documents are the most  

detailed descriptions yet released  

of Iranian-sponsored paramilitary  

training and provision of military  

aid to militants in Iraq. The intelligence documents summarize 28  

interrogations of detainees captured in Iraq from mid-2007 to mid- 

2008 and describe the sometimes tedious path followed by the trainees.  

The recruits often complained about the poor quality of the training,  

while instructors from the Iranian revolutionary Guard Corps’ Quds  

Force admonished some of them for being slackers.

One detainee described crossing the border into Iran legally with  

other Iraqi militants, then taking a taxi-bus to the city of ahvaz,  

where they stayed in a house near a traffic circle that featured a large  

statue of a teapot in its center. after one night in ahvaz, they flew  

to Tehran and were driven directly to a training camp, where they  

arrived after midnight.

after a day of rest, they began their training with pistols on a  

soccer field. “The trainees were not happy with the training and were  

constantly joking around and slacking off,” according to one of the  

intelligence reports. By day 19 of one Iraqi militant’s account of his  

training, the Iranian instructors had advanced to the teaching of  

tactics for attacking U.S. convoys with roadside bombs.

after another 10 days of training, the Iraqi militia members learned  

a new trick: a roadside bomb left in an obvious place, with no attempt  

at concealment. The Iranian cadres explained that a visible bomb still  

serves a tactical purpose. It can prevent enemy forces from entering an  

area or divert them to a different route, where an ambush waits.

The Iraqis and their Iranian hosts sometimes squabbled, even  

though both groups are Shiite Muslims with a shared enemy — the  

U.S. soldiers in Iraq. The arab Iraqis complained that their Persian 

instructors looked down on them and treated them without respect.

There were better relations, apparently, when the instructors were 

lebanese members of hezbollah who provided training to Iraqi  

militants, both in Iran and lebanon.

One detainee told his U.S. interrogator that he began his journey  

to participate in Iranian-sponsored paramilitary training by falsely  

telling his family he was leaving to guard religious shrines in Iraq.  

Instead he rendezvoused with 11 other trainees in a garage in amarah,  

a city in southeastern Iraq near the Iranian border. Some then traveled  

to Iran by bus, while others were taken in a rowboat through the  

marshes near the border, then flown to Tehran.

Select trainees were eventually flown from Tehran to Damascus,  

Syria, and driven from the airport to the lebanese border in curtained  

vehicles. On a hill across the border, two dark-colored Chevrolet  

Suburbans awaited them.

“They switched vehicles twice. The roads had a lot of curves, and  

several of detainee’s associates got car sick and vomited in the vehicles,’’  

according to one of the declassified intelligence documents.

But despite Iran’s provision of lethal aid, Felter said the Iranian  

government’s overarching goal is to gain political, not military, influence  

in neighboring Iraq. Political ties between the two countries are  

extensive, ranging from personal relationships to historical Shiite con-

nections, charity aid, economic development, and commercial trade.

“They have influence in the Iraqi political system to a remarkable 

degree. They’ve really got their hooks in,” said Felter, who received 

his PhD in political science from Stanford.

american leaders increasingly recognize the importance of  

responding to Iran’s strategy with a strategy of their own, based on  

a detailed, nuanced understanding of a complicated situation rather  

than the latest roadside bombing, Felter said.

Iraqi militants who have participated in Iranian-sponsored training  

insist that it is designed primarily to evict Coalition Forces from 

Iraq — not to stoke the kind of sectarian warfare that rocked Iraq in 

2006 and early 2007, according to Felter.

Felter and his co-author, Brian Fishman, quote from an interroga- 

tion with a member of an Iranian-trained network known as the 

Special Group Criminals: “Iran does not care about the fight between  

Shi’a and al-Qaeda. Iran just wants to force Coalition Forces out of  

Iraq because Iran is afraid Coalition Forces will use Iraq as a base  

for an attack in the future. Iran is training people to fight Coalition  

Forces, not al-Qaeda.”

Felter notes that in 2004, when Najaf seemed headed toward  

chaos, “Iran intervened and took strong steps to ensure the continued  

viability of the electoral political process.” Iran would like to see a  

weakly federated Iraq strong enough to prevent chaos or a Sunni  

power grab while still giving Iranian leaders a chance to have serious 

influence in the Shiite-dominated and oil rich region of southern Iraq,  

Felter said.

Importantly, Felter points out, “The United States and Iran are  

not engaged in a zero-sum game in Iraq. Both countries want greater  

stability and democracy, as well as a reduction of U.S. troops. Neither  

Washington nor Tehran wants a hostile relationship that could lead to  

unnecessary conflict.” These  

mutual interests are shared  

by Iraqis as well and,  

according to Felter, could  

provide groundwork  

for potential future  

cooperation and for  

compromises in which  

all sides’ interests are  

better met than with  

the status quo.

Perhaps paradoxically, Iran  

may have less influence in Iraq once U.S. forces have  

gone home, Felter said. at that point, Iraqi Shiite militants will no 

longer share a common enemy with Iran, and Iraqi nationalism may 

rise to the forefront, thus exacerbating age-old rifts and animosities 

between Iraqi arabs and their Persian neighbors.

Felter’s paper, “Iranian Strategy in Iraq: Politics and ‘Other Means,’”  

can be found along with the supporting intelligence documents at 

http://www.ctc.usma.edu/Iran_Iraq.asp.   

a version of this article was first puBlished in Stanford report on oct. 22, 2008.

top photo: Joseph felter and Brian fishman in iraq. they co-authored the  
report “iranian strategy in iraq: politics and ‘other means.’” (courtesy of  
Joseph felter); Bottom photo: hoover national security affairs fellow and 
cisac affiliate col. Joseph felter presents once-secret intelligence documents 
on iranian-sponsored paramilitary training and aid to militants in iraq.
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Divided Lenses: Film and War Memories in Asia
By DaNIEl SNEIDEr

few figures in american popular  
culture can match the iconic status of  

Clint Eastwood. as an actor and a film  

director, Eastwood is one of those rare  

artists whose work has helped define how  

americans see themselves. With a vitality  

that belies his age, 78, Eastwood directed  

two major films this year, starring in one  

of them, Gran Torino.

amidst the crush of his work, the  

hollywood star graciously came to Stanford  

in early December, at the invitation of the  

Walter h. Shorenstein asia-Pacific research  

Center, to talk about his work on a pair of  

2006 films about the World War II battle of  

Iwo Jima. appearing on the stage of a packed  

Cubberly auditorium following the screening  

of one of those films, letters from Iwo Jima, Eastwood discussed his unusual decision  

to film the same battle from two very different perspectives — that of the american 

soldiers and, in letters, from the viewpoint of the doomed Japanese defenders.

The event was the culmination of Divided lenses: Film and War Memories in asia,  

a film series that aired and discussed contemporary films about the wartime era in  

asia from China, South Korea, Japan, and the United States. The series led up to an  

academic conference, convened by Shorenstein aParC, of leading scholars to discuss  

the role of film, and more broadly popular culture, in the formation of historical  

memory in China, Japan, South Korea, and the United States about the 1931–1951 

wartime period, ranging from the treatment of Japanese colonialism to the Sino-

Japanese War and the Pacific War, the Korean War, and the post-war settlement. Film 

offers an invaluable lens for understanding the changes in historical perception over 

the decades since the end of the war. and it provides another means of comparing 

how each nation created separate, and often conflicting, understandings of the past 

that have become a source of conflict today.

In his classic film, Rashomon, the Japanese director Kurosawa akira explored  

how different observers of the same set of events can arrive at conflicting versions of  

the truth about what actually occurred. The psychological insight of this masterpiece  

became known as the “Rashomon Effect.” Eastwood’s pair of Iwo Jima films capture  

this effect, and the message of Divided lenses, perfectly.

Divided lenses is the second phase of the Divided Memories and reconciliation  

project, a multiyear research effort that began with a groundbreaking comparative study  

of the high school history textbooks of China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and the  

United States regarding the wartime period. The project hopes to promote reconciliation  

through mutual understanding of how each society shapes its view of the past.

Following an international conference, held at Stanford in February 2008,  

workshops were held in asia to present and discuss the project results on textbooks. 

In September and October, workshops took place in Taiwan, in association with  

the Center for asia-Pacific area Studies (CaPaS) at academia Sinica; in Seoul, in  

association with the Northeast asia history Foundation; and in Tokyo, at the Center  

for Pacific and american Studies at the University of Tokyo. Stanford researchers  

also presented their work to editors and reporters from the Yomiuri Shimbun, which  

had earlier published an important series of articles on the issue of war responsibility  

in Japan. The Yomiuri, the world’s largest daily newspaper with a circulation of  

more than 14 million copies a day, subsequently devoted significant space in both its 

English and Japanese editions to the project and its results.

The Divided Memories and reconciliation project continues to enjoy the ongoing 

support of important donors, including the Northeast asia history Foundation of  

Korea, the U.S.-Japan Foundation, and the Taiwan Democracy Foundation.   

An edited excerpt from the conversation  
on stage between director Clint Eastwood 
and Professor Robert Brent Toplin, from  
the University of North Carolina, Wilmington.

toplin:  This film is part of a companion set — Flags  

of our Fathers and Letters from Iwo Jima — that offer two  

very different perspectives on the same battle. Flags of  

our Fathers is about three soldiers who raised the flag at  

Iwo Jima. It is about the American story. The Japanese  

soldiers in that film are seen only briefly. Yet in this  

film the Americans for the most part are these fleeting  

images, warriors rushing across the screen, and it’s the  

Japanese figures that we get to know. They’re differen-

tiated; they’re people with real personalities; they’re  

human beings, which is something quite different  

from our usual, Hollywood-made war movie. Were you 

thinking, when you first made this movie, of doing the 

two different movies? Was Rashomon on your mind?

eastwood:  I was preparing Flags of our Fathers. 

We’d bought the book and that story was pretty much a  

true story about the men who raised the flag on Mount  

Suribachi, the most famous photograph of World War II.  

... So we were doing that story and I went to Iwo Jima. 

I got permission from the Japanese government to go 

down there and look at it and they gave me a wonderful  

tour. There’s not much to see there — second prize  

would be two weeks in Iwo Jima — but it’s very interest- 

ing historically when you think about the battle because  

they dug into the mountain and created this defense. I  

was wondering who is the man — General Kuribayashi —  

who thought of all this and what was he about. So I  

called a friend of mine in Japan and I said are there  

any books on this fellow Kuribayashi. And he said, yes 

there is but it is in Japanese and a very small book of 

letters he had written home to his wife and daughter 

in 1929 when he was working here in America.

So I thought I would like to learn what he was  

thinking, what’s it like to be sent to an island, being  

told you’re not coming back. And for all of his people,  

all of his troops, you’re just going to go there and  

defend against this massive armada that’s going to  

come and you’re not going to have any chance. Most of  

them were just kids and they all had the same feelings  

about their families and missing their families as 

American troops did and so I thought, wouldn’t be 

wonderful to tell their side of it as well.

toplin: What was the reaction in Japan to the film?

eastwood:  Reviewers liked it very much. The  

interesting thing for me was when I brought these  

actors over — because we shot on Iwo but we also  

shot up in Barstow in a silver mine there. ... A lot of  

them didn’t speak any English at all but I found out by  

talking to them, through the interpreters and the ones 

who did speak English, [that] none of them knew about  

the battle of Iwo Jima. All that stuff had been erased  

out of their books in school so it was not common  

knowledge for younger people…

Getting to the part of how they received it, they  

received it very well. The picture was very, very successful,  

especially in Japan. The reviewers liked it — it was given  

their Oscar for the best foreign film of the year and the 

only thing foreign about it was me. 

a full audio and video recording of the conversation with  
eastwood is availaBle on the aparc.stanford.edu weBsite.  
(photo: rod searcey)

divided lenses film conference, decemBer 5, 2008, Bechtel conference center, encina hall. 
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is the united states alone  in struggling to promote political and economic  

freedom around the globe? It certainly feels that way at times. In June 2004, President  

Bush tried to leverage the U.S. chairmanship of the G-8 summit to launch the  

centerpiece of the administration’s “forward strategy of freedom” for the post-9/11, 

post-Saddam Middle East. Well before G-8 leaders convened in Sea Island, Ga.,  

however, the Europeans leaked a draft of Bush’s proposal for a Greater Middle East 

Initiative (GMEI) to the arabic newspaper Al-Hayat and demanded far-reaching  

revisions as a condition for their support. Eventually, the G-8 did inaugurate what it  

dubbed the Broader Middle East and North africa (BMENa) initiative, but in a much  

diluted format from the one originally envisaged by the White house.

On both sides of the atlantic, the Sea Island debacle seemed to confirm what robert  

Kagan had observed two years earlier — that “on major strategic and international  

questions today, americans are from Mars and Europeans are from Venus: they agree  

on little and understand one another less and less.” Indeed, in the years following  

the opening of the Iraq War, the issue of democracy promotion in the Middle East  

and beyond has, for many, become the focus of a new trans-atlantic divide. The  

perception that americans alone value global democracy and are prepared to shoulder  

the heavy burden involved in its promotion — while “Metrosexual Europe” urges  

caution and seeks stability over change — has infected elite discourses and distorted 

policy deliberations. “Never,” opines commentator Michael Ignatieff, “has america 

been more alone in spreading democracy’s promise.” 

That conclusion would be enormously depressing if it were true. But it is not. Both  

americans and Europeans now share the central liberal insight, as the 2006 National  

Security Strategy of the United States (NSS) put it, “In the world today, the fundamental  

character of regimes matters as much as the distribution of power among them. The  

goal of our statecraft is to help create a world of democratic, well-governed states 

that can meet the needs of their citizens and conduct themselves responsibly in the  

international system.” Three years prior to the 2006 NSS, the first European Security 

Strategy (ESS) — formulated by Javier Solana and adopted unanimously by the heads  

of state of the European Union (EU) — articulated an essentially identical vision for a  

democratic world order and the policy recipe for getting there. “The quality of inter- 

national society depends on the quality of the governments that are its foundations,” 

the ESS declared. “The best protection for our society is a world of well-governed  

democratic states. Spreading good governance, supporting social and political reform,  

dealing with corruption and abuse of power, establishing the rule of law, and protecting  

human rights are the best means of strengthening the international order.” 

at the national European level too, the governments of the United Kingdom, 

Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden have all elevated 

the promotion of good governance and democracy abroad as foreign policy priorities.  

Even the formerly communist countries and newest member states of the EU — notably  

the Czech republic, hungary, and Poland — possess their own democracy promotion  

policies. It is Poland, for instance, that is now pushing hard for further NaTO and EU  

expansion as a means of anchoring Ukraine in the democratic West.

Measuring spending on democracy assistance programs is notoriously difficult,  

but there is little doubt that — even if we discount american expenditures on post-

conflict state building in Iraq and the enormous financial resources expended by  

Europe in support of EU enlargement — democracy assistance spending has grown 

substantially over the past decade, on both sides of the atlantic.

U.S. government funds allocated specifically to democracy promotion abroad rose  

from an average of $125 million a year in the 1990s to nearly $1 billion per annum 

under the Bush administration. In addition, the Millennium Challenge Corporation  

(MCC), created in 2004, now maintains assistance compacts with 16 countries,  

totaling $5.6 billion in commitments. Eligibility for MCC funding requires demonstrable  

state performance in fighting corruption, strengthening civil liberties and the rule of 

law, and encouraging economic freedom.

a parallel trend has emerged in Europe. Beginning with scant involvement in  

the 1980s, the EU countries now dedicate roughly $1.3 billion per year directly to  

programs promoting good governance and democracy around the globe. like the  

american MCC, the European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI),  

launched in 2006, seeks to tie the award of substantial financial incentives to  

demonstrated commitments on the part of recipients to specified political, regulatory,  

and economic reforms. For the period 2007–13 (the six-year budgetary cycle of the 

European Union), approximately €12 billion is earmarked to supporting reforms in 

ENPI-recipient countries that include armenia, Egypt, Georgia, lebanon, Moldova, 

Morocco, and Ukraine. 

Significant variations do exist in how americans and Europeans think about  

democracy promotion and pursue it in practice. yet these disparities have more to do  

with differences in the two continents’ geographic location, historical experiences,  

and military capabilities, than with a trans-atlantic values gap. americans too make  

robust use of international and regional organizations — NaTO, the WTO, the  

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the Organization of  

american States (OaS) — to embed countries in the liberal international order  

constructed under U.S. leadership over the past six decades. and just as america is 

not all Mars, Europe is not all Venus. True, Europeans could do more in afghanistan  

and Iraq, but elsewhere, it is they that are carrying a growing share of the burden of  

policing the world’s trouble spots. Since the late 1990s, in fact, either the EU collectively  

or a European government has taken the lead in armed operations to restore order 

and establish representative government in albania, Macedonia, Bosnia-herzegovina,  

Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra leone, and the Democratic republic of the Congo. 

Elsewhere, americans and Europeans have displayed striking congruence in policies.  

Spearheaded by the United States and France, in September 2004 U.N. Security Council  

resolution 1559 ordered the removal of Syria’s military from lebanon, the disarming  

of all lebanese militias (including hezbollah), and the holding of free and fair elections.  

after Syrian troops withdrew in May 2005, Britain, France, and the United States 

worked closely to dislodge Syria’s residual presence from lebanon. 

Europeans and americans have also been united by failure: Both allowed Egypt’s 

hosni Mubarak to renege on his February 2005 promise to allow opposition  

candidates to run against him in presidential elections later that year. 

against a background of mounting challenges to the fortunes of freedom — from  

radical Islam and a resurgent, authoritarian russia to the more diffuse dangers of soaring  

food prices and financial crises that threaten to unravel vulnerable democracies —  

the two central pillars of Western democratic power must alter the terms of their  

conversation about democracy promotion. Instead of accusing one another of  

imperialism or impotence, americans and Europeans need to ask themselves and each  

other: how can we work better together to ensure the preservation and expansion of  

freedom both within and outside the trans-atlantic community?   

this essay draws on amichai magen and michael mcfaul’s introduction to a new volume on  
democracy promotion, american verSuS european approacheS to democracy promotion (new york:  
palgrave, 2009) edited By amichai magen, michael mcfaul, and thomas risse. an expanded version of  
this essay appeared in the hoover digeSt in January 2009. magen is also the editor, with leonardo 
morlino, of the recently released international actorS, democratization and the rule of law: 
anchoring democracy? (routledge, 2008). 

spanish soldiers of the eu peacekeeping force eufor in Bosnia stand guard during the ceremony  
marking the change of command in the Butmir military camp near saraJevo decemBer 4, 2008.  
(reuters/danilo krstanovic, Bosnia and herzegovina)

America, Europe, and the  
Global Struggle for Democracy
By aMIChaI MaGEN
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when russian forces poured into south  
ossetia  on august  8,  2008,  the first russian  

political leader on the scene was (former) president and  

(former and current) prime minister, Vladimir V. Putin. 

he flew directly from the opening ceremonies of the  

Olympic games in Beijing to take personal command  

of the developing political and military crisis. Notably 

absent from the front lines was the constitutional head 

of the russian armed forces, its current president, and 

Putin protégé Dmitri Medvedev. On august 7, there  

might have been a small amount of doubt about who is  

really running russia, but only a day later the answer  

was indisputable and a surprise to no one inside or  

outside of russia: Vladimir Putin is still very much in  

charge of his country. 

a political transition without change
When Putin first picked Medvedev as his successor, it  

seemed the best of other more conservative, anti-western  

choices. In his speeches, Medvedev said many of the  

“right” things. he was economically liberal, he talked 

about enhancing russia’s democracy and rule of law, 

he was young, spoke some English, and liked Western 

rock — in particular, Deep Purple. he seemed a kinder, 

gentler version of Putin. So far, though, he has shown 

himself to be a member of Putin’s team, but not the 

captain himself.

Medvedev was elected in March 2008 in the most highly managed political event  

in russia’s post-communist history. Nominated in December 2007, shortly after  

Putin led his party — Unity — to an overwhelming victory, Medvedev announced his 

intention to run for the presidency only if Putin would serve as his prime minister  

should he win. No measure was spared in ensuring Medvedev’s resounding victory  

on March 2, 2008. huge billboards picturing Putin and Medvedev walking shoulder  

to shoulder into russia’s evidently glorious future loomed over city squares. 

When Medvedev was inaugurated in May 2008 and Putin moved to the office  

of prime minister on the same day (effectively stepping sideways, not down, from 

the presidency), the division of responsibility between the two men seemed murky. 

The constitution makes the russian Federation a strongly presidential republic (the  

president appoints the prime minister and can fire him at will; can dissolve parliament  

and call new elections; and can rule by decree on all things except the federal budget),  

but Putin makes an unusually powerful prime minister. a year after the presidential 

election, the actual balance of power between russia’s new president and prime 

minister is clear. Despite some liberal rhetoric, Medvedev never intended to forge a 

path distinct from Putin’s for russia. Medvedev’s russia is Putin’s russia. 

putin’s presidential legacy
When Vladimir Putin assumed power, as prime minister in august 1999 and as  

president in May 2000, he inherited an imperfect, unruly, and largely unconsolidated  

democracy. Despite its significant shortcomings, the post-Soviet system forged by his 

predecessor, Boris yeltsin, was undoubtedly freer than what it became in eight years 

under President Putin. By 2005 with significant rollbacks of electoral rights, by most  

metrics russia could no longer be considered a democracy at all. Since 2006, Freedom  

house has ranked russia annually as “not free”— putting it in the same category as 

the autocracies of Central asia and Europe’s last dictatorship, Belarus. 

On the bright side, although russians live in a country that is now less free, they  

are undeniably richer. russia posted its first year of post-Soviet growth in 1999 (a  

year before Putin became president), and GDP has grown at an average annual rate  

of about 6 percent since then. This has meant a doubling of the russian standard of  

living over the past 10 years. Putin credited himself and his economic policies for this  

resurgence of the russian economy. Correlation, however, does not mean causation.  

It is far from clear that any of his policies (beyond perhaps the creation of an oil  

stabilization fund) played a significant role in causing that growth. The fact that  

russia is one of the world’s largest oil and gas exporters, at a time when oil prices  

hit all time highs, undoubtedly had something to do with russia’s boom. 

While the quality of russian democracy declined sharply under Putin’s leadership,  

and the economy grew, so too did negative policy outcomes like crime rates and  

Two Bears in One lair?  
The Balance of Power Between Putin and Medvedev
EXCErPT FrOM CURRENT HISTORY, OCTOBEr 2008

By KaThryN STONEr-WEISS

corruption, which rose according to Transparency  

International. russian life expectancy decreased and  

deaths due to preventable disease increased due to a  

poor public health system. Because his administration  

tightly monitored the media and because life is still better  

for most russians now than a decade ago, President Putin  

remained hugely popular at the end of his presidential  

tenure. Some doubted whether (or why) he would vacate  

the Kremlin. Now we know he didn’t really. 

influencing russia’s political team
Vladimir Putin once intimated that he had a “moral”  

responsibility to rule his country, and to reestablish it  

as a great power, thereby undoing the shame of the  

collapse of the Soviet Union — something he decried as 

the “greatest tragedy of the twentieth century.” Clearly 

Putin intends to see russia reemerge as the great power  

it once was. The financial crisis that started in 2008 has  

curtailed this plan, but if (and when) oil and gas prices  

resurge, Putin’s russia will continue its drive toward 

becoming a dominant economic power on the back of  

russia’s position as an oil and gas exporter. This mission  

is so crucial that evidently Putin cannot entrust it to his  

protégé Dmitri Medvedev alone. Putin feels he must 

personally oversee russia’s transformation. 

What, if anything, can and should a new american  

president do? First, the United States has very little  

leverage over a re-emergent, undemocratic, and increasingly aggressive russia. (a gas  

dependent Europe has even less.) although we have lost much leverage in dealing with  

Putin (and Medvedev), the new administration still has opportunities to influence 

russia. a policy of constructive engagement will work better in furthering U.S. interests  

than confrontation or isolation. like america, russia has interests, not friends. 

Second, russia’s interests have changed since the end of the Cold War. although  

it remains the only country in the world that can effectively wipe out Washington in  

under 30 minutes with a nuclear-tipped intercontinental ballistic missile, russia is  

now far more interested in delivering oil and gas to world markets, than bombs to  

the U.S. capital. russian business needs international investors or the country will  

become just another resource-cursed autocracy. But international investors will be  

hesitant to put their money into an increasingly unpredictable legal environment.  

The new administration can pressure russia to enforce its laws on behalf of U.S. and  

European investors — a tactic we have not tried so far. 

Third, in an interview in advance of the G-8 meeting in June 2008, Medvedev  

repeatedly signaled his intention to establish russia as a dominant global economic  

power. To do this, he needs to keep russia in the G-8 and to secure its prospective  

membership in the WTO. If it is to be one of the world’s great economies and  

democracies, it has to act like one. The United States and Europe have a clear interest  

in encouraging the revival of a vibrant, independent russian civil society and free  

media so that they can hold their own government to account and encourage an  

opening of the political system.

Fourth, President Obama needs to work on rebuilding international alliances.  

Europe has deep interests in seeing russia friendly, stable, and prosperous. Should  

russia become aggressive with Poland or other new members of NaTO in the former  

Soviet sphere of influence, Europe will bear the brunt of a flow of refugees. Germany  

is exceedingly dependent on russian natural gas for its energy. like the United States,  

Germany and Europe need to develop alternative sources of energy so that russia’s 

resources play a smaller role in the global economy.

Finally, believing the Cold War was over and that we had won, the U.S. government  

divested from the business of hosting exchanges with russian private citizens and 

students. Investment in russian language training and U.S. exchange programs 

decreased dramatically over the last 10 years. With russia a resurgent world power, 

this too must change. The best way to promote positive change in russia is through 

exposure to the best aspects of free american and European societies.   

credit: excerpt of “it is still putin’s russia” reprinted with permission from current hiStory  
magazine (octoBer, 2008). copyright 2009 current history, inc.

russia’s president dmitri medvedev (right) and prime minister  
vladimir putin confer during the victory day military parade  
in moscow, may 9, 2008. (reuters/grigory dukor)
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left: fsi director coit d. Blacker discusses gloBal issues with fsi advisory Board memBers tarek aBuzayyad ’91, nina hachigian Jd ’94, and  
george sycip ’78. 

right: fsi terrorism expert martha crenshaw (center) discusses the imperative of “rethinking the war on terror” with col. Joseph felter (left) 
and thomas fingar (right), deputy director of national intelligence and chairman of the national intelligence council.

left: Bonnie nixon, hewlett packard, richard locke, m.i.t., and stanford’s Joshua cohen take a hard-headed look at gloBal supply chains and 
working conditions in “the world is not flat: working in a gloBal economy.”

right: the forum on contemporary europe’s amir eshel, timothy garton ash, norman naimark, and helen stacy deBate “the european union 
and prospects for promotion of democracy and human rights” Before a packed audience.

left: sako fisher ’83 and philippe de koning ’10 at the fsi international conference.

right: Joined By allen weiner (left), stanford law school, and history and political science professor david holloway (right), for a deBate on  
“overcoming Barriers to nuclear disarmament,” cisac consulting professor philip tauBman (center) suggests positive steps the new president 
could take to reduce nuclear threats.

left: daniel sneider (center), associate director of fsi’s walter h. shorenstein asia-pacific research center, moderates a lively discussion,  
“toward regional security in northeast asia,” with colleagues donald keyser (left) and david strauB (right).

right: mark suzman, the gates foundation, stephen mink, the world Bank, and geBisa eJeta, purdue university, Join stanford’s roz naylor to  
discuss a key gloBal economic and political concern, “is african society in transition?”

left: cddrl associate director kathryn stoner-weiss (center) moderates an animated deBate, “promoting democracy: should we? can we?” 
Between professors stephen krasner (left) and michael mcfaul (right) on whether and how the united states should intervene to effect 
positive political change in other countries.

right: mr. J. fred weintz, Jr. ’48, fsi advisory Board memBer, and his grandson, Jake cerf ’12, at the fsi advisory Board meeting.

“after a  grueling 22-month campaign,  change truly has come to the united 
states  with the election of Barack Obama as this country’s 44th president,” said FSI Director Coit D. Blacker,  

the Olivier Nomellini Professor in International Studies, in convening FSI’s fourth annual international conference,  

Transitions 2009, on November 13, 2008. “rarely,” he noted, “has a president faced such a daunting array of  

challenges: two wars, a planet in peril, a battered image abroad, the worst financial crisis in 75 years, the need to  

restore the strength and resilience of the U.S. economy, and not least the ever-present threat of terrorism.” 

Blacker chaired Plenary I, “U.S. Transition 2009: Where have We Been? Where are We Going?” examining key  

policy challenges, priorities, and prospects for the new president. “how grievous are the wounds that the rule of  

law has sustained over the past seven and one-half years?” Blacker asked. Displaying the cover of the German news  

magazine Der Spiegel, with Barack Obama as “The President of the World: What he Wants to Do and Won’t Be  

able to Do,” Stanford President Emeritus Gerhard Casper acknowledged the enthusiastic response of foreign leaders  

and opinion makers to Obama’s election and the promise of change. yet formidable challenges to U.S. standing 

and leadership remain. 

Explained Casper, the Peter and helen Bing Professor in Undergraduate Education and professor of law, “The  

fundamental problem is this: We have played the role of schoolmaster to the world throughout much of the post-

World War II period. What has happened especially in 

the last eight years is that much of our standing to give  

advice on how to do anything has been diminished. Both  

the values we practice — as distinguished from those we  

preach — and our competence have been questioned  

so deeply by so many, that the challenge to restore a  

measure of confidence will be considerable.” 

Despite U.S. advocacy of the rule of law, due process,  

and human rights, Casper said, “We have just lived  

through the most extraordinary claims to unbound  

power since the days of richard Nixon. This rejection of the rule of law, just like the photos of abu Graib, will be  

present in the minds of many with whom we have to deal the world over.” he cited the torture and degradation  

of prisoners in afghanistan, Guantánamo, and abu Graib, the extraordinary rendition of captives and grotesque  

interrogations, the denial of habeas corpus and judicial review, saying the memory of this “will not go away.”

“When we sit at tables negotiating and needing to persuade others to do what we would like them to do, we  

need to have standing,” Casper concluded. “and that is our main resource to deal with things in the world, to  

persuade others that we are right. We can do that again, but we have a long way to go to recreate confidence.”

Physician and economist alan Garber, the henry J. Kaiser, Jr. Professor, professor of medicine, and director of  

FSI’s Center on health Policy, addressed the potential for health care reform, innovation, and cost reduction. Total  

U.S. health care expenditures — 16 percent of GDP — exceed the rest of the world, he noted, and the United States 

spends two times as much per capita on average than other OECD countries. Soaring Medicare spending, he advised,  

is the single greatest threat to the long-term viability of the federal budget and the U.S. economy. 

although health care — and expanded insurance coverage — was a major issue for candidate Obama, the  

financial crisis and pressures on Medicare make it unlikely that President Obama will start with comprehensive  

health reform, he said. More likely will be legislation to expand health care coverage for children. among a set of 

useful endeavors to slash health care costs — by as much as $200 billion a year — Garber cited wider adoption of 

health care information technology, lower administrative costs, and rationalizing payment for care — “the single 

most important and difficult thing we could do,” he said. another priority for Garber is “figuring out if what we 

do actually adds value.”

Faced with a global landscape of two wars in Iraq and afghanistan, a deteriorating situation in Pakistan, the  

prospect of a nuclear Iran, and a re-assertive russia, political scientist Stephen Krasner, the Graham h. Stuart  

Professor of International relations and senior fellow at FSI and the hoover Institution, was asked what U.S.  

priorities should be and what we might realistically expect to get done. 

Great power relations will not change “one whit” under President Obama, Krasner argued. Other countries  

continue to rely on america’s military might — only 6 of NaTO’s 26 members meet agreed targets for defense  

spending (2 percent of GDP) and the trend is going down, not up. The Europeans are unlikely to step up to the  

challenge in afghanistan. “Iran is building a nuclear bomb. Make no mistake about it,” Krasner said. U.S. options 

include internal regime change (unlikely), successful negotiation — also unlikely, as Iran sees a nuclear weapon as  

consistent with its internal and external interest, living with a nuclear Iran, or attacking Iran’s nuclear facilities,  

which might be successful, but would increase internal support for the regime. 

Krasner expects India, China, Japan, and South Korea to continue to engage with the United States and sees no  

major changes in dealings with the Middle East and russia. “Bottom line, the United States is going to remain the 

global hegemon for the foreseeable future,” stated Krasner. 

acclaimed historian Timothy Garton ash gave the keynote address, “Beyond the West? New administrations  

in the United States and Europe Face the Challenge of a Multipolar World.” In an elegant framework, Garton ash  

asked what is the nature of the moment, what is to be done, and with whom? We are experiencing unprecedented  

transitions to a multipolar world involving powers far beyond the West, he pointed out, especially the renaissance 

of asia. China’s expected rise to economic parity with the United States and the European Union (EU) by 2020 is  

translating into real political, cultural, and ideological competition. “This is a story more of the rise of the rest than  

of the fall of the West,” he advised.

TraNSITIONS 2009  
FSI’s Fourth annual International Conference

By JUDITh PaUlUS

“We have just lived through 
the most extraordinary 
claims to unbound power 
since the days of richard 
Nixon.” GERHARD CASPER 

continued from page 1
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Interactive Panel Discussions on Contemporary Issues

Participants engaged in animated debate on leading issues with Stanford faculty, outside experts, and  

policymakers. Audio recordings of the plenary and panel discussions are available on the FSI website,  

http://fsi.stanford.edu

combating hiv in low-resource countries –  
who’s surviving, who’s dying and why?  
Alan M. Garber, Eran Bendavid, and Douglas Owens

rethinking the war on terror  
Martha Crenshaw, Col. Joseph Felter, and Thomas Fingar

the european union and prospects for promotion of  
democracy and human rights  
Amir Eshel, Timothy Garton Ash, Norman Naimark, and Helen Stacy

toward regional security in northeast asia  
Daniel Sneider, Donald Keyser, and David Straub

promoting democracy: should we? can we?  
Kathryn Stoner-Weiss, Stephen Krasner, and Michael McFaul

is african society in transition?  
Rosamond Naylor, Gebisa Ejeta, Stephen Mink, and Mark Suzman

the world is not flat: working in a global economy  
Joshua Cohen, Richard Locke, and Bonnie Nixon

overcoming barriers to nuclear disarmament  
David Holloway, Philip Taubman, and Allen Weiner

We face transnational challenges of a kind and scale far beyond the power of any single state to address, Garton  

ash said, requiring “a new quality of international cooperation different from that we have achieved in the 20th 

century.” he called for concerted action on four projects of “visionary realism” to advance our common interests 

of global economic order; development, democracy, and the rule of law; energy and the environment, and banishing  

nuclear weapons. 

asking how to get this done, Garton ash advocated  

a re-launching of a strategic partnership between the  

United States and the 27-member EU, not as a partner- 

ship against other nations, but as an alliance that would  

reach beyond the West to develop new and effective  

communities of shared purpose — an effort in which  

Stanford can make a particular contribution, he argued.  

The task for american leadership, he said, is to move “from the U.S. to a new us.”

The afternoon plenary “Power and responsibility: Building International Order in an Era of Transnational  

Threat” featured Stephen Stedman, FSI senior fellow and director of the Ford Dorsey Program in International  

Studies; Bruce Jones, director of the Center on International Cooperation at New york University; and Carlos  

Pascual, director of Foreign Policy Studies at the Brookings Institution. The three are directing a major initiative,  

Managing Global Insecurity, which seeks to mobilize more effective action against transnational threats — such as  

economic crisis, terrorism, pandemic disease, and climate change — and to build the political will and support  

networks needed to reform and reenergize major international institutions. launching their groundbreaking “Plan  

for action” at the FSI conference, the group called for efforts along four key tracks:

 restoring credible american leadership

 revitalizing international institutions

 Tackling shared threats, and

 Internationalizing crisis response.

another key recommendation: Expand the current G-8 to a G-16 of established and rising powers by including  

China, India, Brazil, Mexico, and South africa, and several major Muslim nations, such as Indonesia, Turkey, and  

Egypt. a G-16 could serve as a pre-negotiating forum to forge agreement on responses to major global challenges 

and institutional priorities and as a place to build knowledge, trust, and patterns of cooperation among the most 

powerful states. “The G-16’s convening power, the collective weight of its economies and diplomatic and military 

capacities, and its combined populations,” Stedman, Jones, and Pascual argue, “would create an unparalleled 

platform to catalyze and mobilize effective international action.”

as the conference drew to a close, participants could be heard debating key issues as the United States moves 

forward with new leadership and an ambitious agenda for change in a complex and challenging world.    

(photos: steve castillo)

“This is a story more of the 
rise of the rest than of the fall 
of the West.” 
TIMOTHY GARTON ASH
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The Growing Problem of Human Trafficking
By hElEN STaCy

human trafficking is the modern form  
of slavery,  the fastest-growing criminal industry  

after arms sales and drug dealing. It moves an estimated  

4 million people — mostly women and children across  

national borders each year, reaping an estimated $9.5  

billion in profits for traffickers and organized crime  

syndicates. Traffickers target the poor and the under-

privileged, tricking victims with promises of a better life  

in another country where victims may find themselves  

forced into prostitution, or working in slave-like  

conditions in quarries, sweatshops, on farms and in  

private homes, and even as child soldiers. They are  

deprived of the most basic of human rights like freedom  

of movement, shelter, and health care, and they may be  

beaten, raped, and sometimes killed. Victims rarely dare  

to leave their “owner” because of fear their traffickers  

will retaliate. likewise, victims dare not report their 

plight to local police in case their undocumented status 

leads to their arrest. Those brave enough to testify  

an indian sex worker holds a Banner as others hide their identity during a protest in new delhi. (reuters/desmond Boylan ah/la)

The European Example
By KaThErINE JOllUCK

Human trafficking received focused attention from law and policymakers in the late  

1990s in the wake of the appearance and explosive growth of the problem in post- 

communist Europe. The collapse of state socialism, widely viewed triumphantly, left  

societies with a weak rule of law, widespread corruption, and fast-growing organized  

crime networks. Less-noted consequences included the feminization of poverty and 

increased gender discrimination. The lack of employment options has forced many 

women into migration in search of opportunities, where they become vulnerable to  

traffickers. Given the increasing demand for cheap, compliant, and young sex workers,  

80 percent of the women and girls trafficked from and within the region are forced 

into the sex industry. Today, Eastern Europe supplies most of the prostitutes to the  

West European market, with an estimated 120,000 women moved each year through  

the Balkans alone. 

In the early 1990s the flow of trafficked women was from poorer countries to  

richer ones, from Eastern Europe to the EU. But the end of the war in Bosnia- 

Herzegovina saw the arrival of international peacekeepers and the creation of a sex  

industry to serve them. Thousands of women, predominantly from Moldova, Ukraine,  

and Romania, were brought to Bosnia under false pretexts, where they were traded, 

exploited, and brutalized. Traffickers acted with impunity, while women suffered  

arrest or deportation if they went to the police. The scenario repeated itself in Kosovo  

in the aftermath of the war with Serbia in 1999.

Today’s pattern of trafficking in Europe is even more troubling than the initial  

east-to-west pattern. Internal trafficking both within the region and within individual  

countries is increasing. Additionally, women are trafficked more and more beyond 

Europe, to Turkey, Israel, United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Libya, the United States, South  

Korea, and Japan. Total numbers of women trafficked from Europe are climbing. 

The Council of Europe Convention on Action Against Trafficking in Human  

Beings entered into force in February 2008. Open to non-member states of the  

Council of Europe, the convention has so far been ratified by 19 countries and  

signed by 21 others. The treaty contains comprehensive measures to prevent human  

trafficking and to prosecute traffickers. Most significantly, it brings a human rights 

perspective to the fight against trafficking by focusing on the protection of victims 

and obligating states party to the convention to safeguard their human rights. 

Europe leads the world in striving for regional co-operation between governments 

for anti-trafficking measures.   

against traffickers may simply find themselves deported  

back to their original country where they are likely to 

be shunned by their families and communities. 

No country is immune from human trafficking.  

The largest number of victims comes from South and  

Southeast asia, but cases of human trafficking exist in  

nearly all the developed nations. as many as 17,500  

people are trafficked to the United States each year,  

mostly from East asia and the Pacific, and also from  

latin america, Europe, and Eurasia.  

international and u.s. trafficking laws
a significant milestone in international efforts to stop  

the trade in people came in 2000 with the United  

Nations adoption of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress  

and Punish Trafficking In Persons, Especially Women  

and Children (the “TIP” protocol), which supplements  

the U.N. Convention against Transnational Organized  

Crime. This convention seeks to prevent trafficking, to  

protect victims, and promote anti-trafficking cooperation  

among nations. It says that no one can “consent” to  

being exploited, thus eliminating the legal grounds for  

traffickers to defend themselves by claiming they had  

willing victims. More than 110 countries have signed  

and ratified the protocol. It entered into force in 2003  

and was supplemented the following year with the  

Protocol against The Smuggling of Migrants by land,  

Sea and air. 

The United States passed the Victims of Trafficking  

and Violence Protection act (the “TVPa”) in 2000 and  

reauthorized it in 2003. It provides extensive protections  

and services for victims of trafficking found in the  

United States, regardless of nationality, and gives them 

eligibility for social services such as Medicaid, food  

stamps, and housing subsidies as they move through a 

process that certifies their legal immigrant status.  

the future
Translating these laws into reality is problematic. Very 

few criminals are convicted and most victims are  

probably never identified or assisted. Combating  

trafficking also needs deeper policy responses from  

governments of countries where victims originate (the 

“supply” side) and also countries where victims go  

(the “demand” side).

From the supply side, trafficking won’t stop until the  

promises offered by traffickers of a better life in another  

country can be resisted. This means that economic hard- 

ship and poverty in supply countries need to be tackled 

so as to provide alternative employment options for 

potential victims. Community-led activities to improve 

gender equity and to educate potential victims about the  

hazards of trafficking can also make a difference. 

From the demand side, national governments of  

destination countries need to improve their lackluster law  

enforcement of anti-trafficking laws. as long as traffickers  

face little risk of criminal prosecution, they will continue  

their lucrative trade in human suffering.   
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liberation Technology
Encina Columns talks to Joshua Cohen, director of the Program on 
Global Justice, about a new interdisciplinary project.

q:  you’ve done some interdisciplinary  

work with practical applications — your  

10-week Google.org course on poverty  

and development last fall and your on- 

going Just Supply Chains project, which  

looks at institutional experiments and  

innovations in creating fairer workplaces.  

your latest is a project you started with 

larry Diamond and Terry Winograd  

from computer science, on “liberation  

technology.” Can you tell us a little bit  

more about it?

a:  lots is being said about the innovative  

uses of new information technologies as  

ways to improve economic or political  

performance in developing countries.  

The aim of this project is to try to assess  

those ideas and develop some that sound  

good. More particularly, we’re looking for a research project that combines social  

scientists and people from computer science or applied information technology. We  

want to focus on practical applications in areas of economic or political development.  

and we want to build on people’s research, so that it really is a research enterprise  

and not just a pro-bono, Saturday afternoon sort of thing. We are looking for the  

sweet spot where there are points of intersection between the research being done by  

somebody in the applied information technology area and the research being done  

by somebody in the social sciences: so that they can each do better by collaborating 

with a concern about practical applications.

q: Where did the idea for this come from? Was there a Saturday afternoon?

a: larry Diamond and I both happened to be thinking along similar lines — that it  

would be good to be doing something like this — and we had a conversation and  

realized we were thinking along similar lines. But I think more fundamentally it’s just  

an absolutely natural thing for Stanford. Very few places, if any, have the same great 

strengths in the social sciences and in computer science and information technology.  

So it’s kind of an idea whose time has come. In addition, there is lots of “hype” about  

all the problems in the world that can be solved if only everybody was using SMS the  

right way or if there were one laptop per child. There are all kinds of exaggerated 

promises to solve problems, but trying to figure out what problems are actually being  

solved and if they’re not being addressed, how you could develop technologies that 

would better address them is just a total natural for Stanford.

q: I understand it’s still early in the project — do you have any programs or events 

that might be open to the public or the wider Stanford community?

a: We’ve had a couple of workshops this fall and we’ve got a few coming up. There’s  

a liberation technology wiki and people can get in touch with me (jcohen57@ 

stanford.edu) or with adam Tolnay (atolnay@stanford.edu) to get on that list. at  

this point it’s a very, very good idea, but we’re looking for a way to focus it on some 

kind of project or projects that people could collaborate on.

for a transcript of the full interview with dr. cohen, please go to: http://fsi.stanford.edu/news/1775

top photo: B. J. fogg of the stanford persuasive technology laB presenting research on mass  
interpersonal persuasion; Bottom photo: liBeration technology working group meeting on 
mass interpersonal persuasion. (photos courtesy kathleen Barcos)

FCE Series on New U.S. Foreign Policy
By rOlaND hSU

the forum on contemporary europe 
(fce)  is sponsoring research on trans-atlantic and 

global policy of the Obama administration. During fall 

2008, FCE built a list of alarmingly pressing concerns 

including the following: 

 catastrophic violence and sectarianism in two  

 ongoing wars

 new acts of terror in nuclear-armed South asia

 critical levels of distrust between the United States  

 and traditional allies

 international treaty paralysis on combating climate  

 change

 insecurity of traditional energy supplies

 great flows of refugees, immigration, and human  

 trafficking

 deep and global economic crisis distressing labor  

 and living standards

Some FCE scholars forecast that the U.S. White  

house, Department of State, and Department of Defense  

will respond to competing exigencies. Multiple FCE  

analysts describe President Obama in January 2009  

facing two in-boxes on his desk: one marked “important”  

and the other “urgent.” Most concede that in the  

administration’s first 100 days items in the “important”  

box will likely be overlooked. Nearly all agree that the 

following three areas, from the viewpoint of global  

allies, should be moved up among U.S. priorities from 

important to urgent.

international multilateralism
The new U.S. administration must lay the groundwork 

for its international agenda by reviving multilateralism 

in policy and practice. Josef Joffe (FSI/Die Zeit) warns 

that without cultivating partners capable of productive  

consultation, the new administration will cool Europe’s  

fervent endorsement of american leadership. Timothy  

Garton ash (hoover/Oxford) spoke at the forum’s panel  

at the November 2008 FSI international conference, on 

prospects for learning lessons from European Union  

human rights campaigns. as Garton ash frames it,  

the European Union presents the United States with a  

paradox: The EU is the institution most self-consciously  

promoting standards of human rights, but it is also the 

polity least capable of enforcement. Up to now, the  

EU has built model international jurisprudence, and  

leveraged the allure of membership and partnership to  

entice initial reforms. But the European Commission  

has not responded coherently to russian aggression  

and the african humanitarian and global economic  

credit crises. Implementing U.S. foreign policy will  

require a strong U.S. effort to support European moves 

to consolidate the equivalent of its foreign ministry.

human rights and international law
U.S. consultative foreign policy effectively defends human  

rights when it answers to international jurisprudence. 

helen Stacy (FSI/law School) and Norman Naimark 

(FSI/history) gave examples of Garton ash’s paradox in  

human rights campaigns in africa, latin america, East 

asia, and the Caucasus. International security missions 

can only effectively build local commitment when 

peacekeepers are accountable to international law. 

European Union support for an independent Kosovo 

lacks a sustainable vision of self-determination that 

must be wrought from consultation with the United 

States. U.S. interventions in the Greater Middle East 

and South asia could more likely secure multi-ethnic 

stability if premised on international and regional legal 

cultures as modeled by the European courts of human 

rights and justice.

ethical globalization
U.S. leadership on economic recovery will cultivate  

partners if the United States can learn models of robust 

and ethical response to globalization. Denmark’s former  

Prime Minister Poul Nyrup rasmussen (pictured here) 

was invited to cap the fall series by addressing the  

economics and ethics of globalizing labor markets.  

Scandinavian monetary and fiscal policies in the past 

decade demonstrate the efficacy of state investment in 

promising industries, as well as in social capital. If the 

new U.S. administration adapts for domestic needs 

European models of direct investment in corporate  

voting equities and also job retraining, it will likely  

position U.S. industry and labor to lead a global  

recovery. Forum directors plan to continue in 2009  

this series of international post-doctoral fellowships,  

seminars, public lectures, and conferences to further  

contribute to Stanford University’s focus and influence 

on new public policy.   
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Coal vs. Climate:  
Reconsidering the Battle Over Coal’s Future
By rICharD K. MOrSE III

in the pre-dawn hours of october 8,  2007,  six Greenpeace activists 

clad in orange jumpsuits and equipped with climbing gear shut down the coal-fired 

power station at Kingsnorth, Kent. They scaled the plant’s 630-foot smokestack and 

emblazoned it with the name of the prime minister, calling on British leaders to  

halt construction of new coal-fired plants because of their contribution to climate  

change. The “Kingsnorth Six” emerged from their trial not guilty, adding a starkly  

ethical dimension to the coal debate. A jury endorsed the argument that the damage  

at Kingsnorth was intended to prevent the far greater harm the world would suffer  

from climate change — and therefore was not a criminal act. James Hansen, perhaps  

the world’s leading climate scientist, turned the trial into a referendum on coal  

with global reverberations, testifying that coal “is the one critical element [to be  

addressed] in the solution of the global warming problem, in preservation of a planet  

resembling the one in which civilization developed.” Indeed, coal combustion  

accounts for a staggering 42 percent of global GHG emissions, and that number is 

expected to grow significantly.

As highlighted by the Kingsnorth incident, we are now witnessing the formation  

of an anti-coal movement in Europe and the United States that strives to alter coal’s  

apparent destiny as the world’s fastest-growing source of fossil fuel. 

In the United States, those who believe coal presents an existential threat are  

toiling to halt its expansion in the power sector. The Sierra Club’s anti-coal campaign  

recently scored a major victory with national implications when it forced a permitting 

review for the Bonanza Generating Station in Vernal, Utah. Lawyers for the Sierra 

Club argued that the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision defining CO2 as a pollutant  

subject to regulation by the EPA means that new coal plants should be forced to  

apply the same Best Available Control Technology (BACT) standard to CO2 that they 

apply to other pollutants regulated under the Clean Air Act. But no one knows how 

to apply the standard or what the “best available” control technology for CO2 is. 

Regulatory indecision has effectively paralyzed the permitting of new coal plants  

in the United States until the new EPA carves out a coherent CO2 policy. For the  

moment, no one is sure what “clean coal” actually means in the current marketplace.  

Utilities will continue struggling to meet Americans’ insatiable demand for cheap 

energy within a nearly incoherent regulatory landscape, and the anti-coal movement  

will argue that the notion of “clean coal” is an oxymoron, a wolf in sheep’s clothing 

that threatens our very way of life. 

But the dilemma coal presents is not just about climate concerns in developed 

countries, and those who stake their argument on these grounds alone risk missing 

the whole debate. First, the vast majority of coal use in the coming decades will  

come from countries outside of the OECD. China alone will account for two-thirds  

of increased coal consumption to 2030 and India another 19 percent. Eighty percent  

of current Chinese power generation comes from coal, and as the country continues  

to grow in the foreseeable future, that share is likely to increase despite China’s 

best efforts to install wind turbines, solar panels, and nuclear power.

Second, affordable electricity from coal is viewed by China and other developing  

nations as essential to achieving the economic growth necessary to lift millions  

out of poverty. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao explains the issue this way: “China is a  

developing country with a per capita GDP just over U.S. $2,000. Fifteen million of 

its rural population still live in abject poverty and over 22 million live on basic living 

allowances. Although China is in the stage of fast industrialization, its per capita  

greenhouse gas emission is less than one-third that of developed countries and its  

total historical per capita emission level is even lower.” The climate evangelist who  

goes to Beijing preaching emissions mitigation should therefore understand that he  

can no longer simply frame the challenge to coal in terms of obligations generated by  

climate — he must have an answer to the obligations generated by poverty. 

PESD’s work on coal addresses both the global nature of the coal market and the  

country-level policymaking priorities that will shape the future of coal and its consump-

tion. The first element of the research, developed in collaboration with our partners 

at DIW in Berlin, is a quantitative model of the global coal trade. Seaborne flows of  

the steam coals used to produce electricity have roughly doubled in the last 10 years.  

This growth has been accompanied by the emergence of new financial instruments 

for coal that link together markets that were previously distinct. Understanding the 

increasingly global nature of the coal market is critical to anticipating the effects of  

localized policy changes. For example, if developed countries sharply curtail coal use  

in response to environmental pressures, how much will the downward pressure on 

coal prices in these parts of the world merely lead to increased coal consumption in 

other countries eager to capitalize on coal’s cheap cost of energy?

The second major element of the research, linked closely to the modeling efforts,  

is a set of case studies of regional markets that explore how policies at the country 

level drive coal production, trade, and use. As discussed previously, management 

of the coal sector in China is inseparable from that country’s desire for inexpensive 

electricity to fuel growth. Coal exports will be allowed only to the extent that they are  

felt not to detract from this objective. The combination of liberalized coal prices with  

capped electricity prices in China causes market distortions that have a significant  

effect on coal and electricity availability — these effects need to be understood to predict  

China’s future role in Pacific basin and global markets. Other countries are also  

confronting major coal-related challenges that will undoubtedly impact global markets.  

In Indonesia, a major exporter, coal export policy swings wildly in response to the 

chaotic political discourse. In India, an ineffective state coal production apparatus  

has forced the country to rely more and more on imports, with recent admissions by  

state officials that coal shortages have become a significant drag on the economy. 

The third main thrust of PESD’s coal work considers whether carbon capture and 

storage (CCS) has the potential to relieve the apparent conflict between coal-driven  

economic growth on the one hand and urgent climate concerns on the other by  

capturing and storing CO2 underground. The technology is broadly feasible, but tests  

at scale have been few and current costs (especially for capture) are daunting. Our 

study of CCS looks at how governments could create regulatory and policy frame- 

works under which enterprises would actually have incentive to implement CCS at a 

large enough scale to make a difference for climate. The obstacles are significant, 

but as the climate vise tightens on coal and the developing world understandably 

refuses to sacrifice aspirations that appear tied up with coal, CCS has the potential 

to provide a narrow path forward.   

woman rides her Bicycle past cooling towers at a coal-Burning power station in BeiJing; greenpeace activists demonstrate against co2 emissions in front of ‘staudinger’ coal power plant in  
grosskrotzenBurg; a coal ship waits to Be loaded at the world’s Biggest coal export terminal in newcastle. (photos: reuters)
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Wings of Defeat A film by Risa Morimoto and Linda Hoaglund
By lINDa hOaGlUND, rISa MOrIMOTO, aND Gary MUKaI

internationally, kamikaze pilots remain  
a  potent metaphor for fanaticism. In Japan,  

they are largely revered for their selfless sacrifice. yet  

few outside Japan know that hundreds of Kamikaze  

pilots survived the war. By the spring of 1945, when all  

Japanese planes were reassigned to Kamikaze attacks, 

Japan could no longer defend its airspace and its naval 

fleet was demolished. Old airplanes and inadequate  

training resulted in many failed Kamikaze missions.  

When Japan surrendered, hundreds of Kamikaze trainees  

were awaiting sortie orders that never arrived.

Through rare interviews with surviving Kamikaze  

pilots, we learn that the military demanded pilots to  

volunteer to give up their lives. retracing their journeys  

from teenagers to doomed pilots, a complex history of  

brutal training and ambivalent sacrifice is revealed. as  

U.S. firebombs incinerated Japan’s major cities and the 

country ran out of weapons and fuel, Japan’s military  

government refused to accept the reality that it could no  

longer fight. Instead, thousands of pilots were sent off  

to targets nearly impossible to reach. Sixty years later, 

survivors in their 80s tell us about their training, their 

mindsets, and their experiences in a Kamikaze cockpit, 

as well as what it means to survive when thousands of 

their fellow pilots died. Their stories insist that we set 

aside our preconceptions to relive their all too human  

experiences with them. Ultimately, they help us consider  

what responsibilities a government at war has to its 

soldiers and to its people.

Following the production of Wings of Defeat, two  

american survivors of the USS Drexler, which was  

sunk by Kamikaze attacks, asked filmmakers risa  

Morimoto and linda hoaglund if they could meet  

former Kamikaze. The meeting in Japan of former  

enemies of World War II is captured in the sequel  

documentary, Another Journey. 

SPICE recently developed a teacher’s guide for Wings  

of Defeat and Another Journey to encourage their use 

in world history and U.S. history high school classes. 

In addition to its work in developing teacher guides 

for films and curricular units based on FSI scholarship, 

SPICE also conducts teacher professional development 

programs. In March 2008, SPICE invited risa and  

linda, USS Drexler survivor Gene Brick, and two former  

Kamikaze pilots, Takeo Ueshima and Takehiko Ena,  

to be on a panel and speak with high school teachers  

from the Bay area. Some of the questions addressed  

were the following: 

 how do you define the word “enemy”?

 how do you decide just how far you are willing to  

 go to prove your loyalty?

 What are the responsibilities of a government to its  

 citizens and soldiers in time of war?

 What is reconciliation?

In addition to exploring these questions in the  

historical context of World War II, the veterans and  

teachers discussed their continued relevance in today’s 

world. Following the seminar, the three veterans took  

a tour of Stanford University. at Stanford Memorial  

Church, they prayed for peace.   

more than 40 of william perry’s colleagues,  friends, and 
former students  honored Perry on his 80th birthday by providing more than  

$1 million in private funds to the William J. Perry International Security Fellowship 

program. Now CISaC Co-Director Siegfried hecker and acting Co-Director lynn  

Eden are leading the committee to select the first Perry Fellow, who will arrive at  

CISaC in fall 2009. The committee’s task is a daunting one: to conduct a rigorous  

selection process that will produce a fellow to carry on the tradition of extraordinary  

scholarship and public service personified by Bill Perry. 

Perry’s career is a model for those who will become the next generation of security  

experts: with bachelor’s and master’s degrees in mathematics from Stanford and a  

PhD from Penn State, Perry became a leader in the electronics industry and a frequent  

advisor to the U.S. government on national security technologies. Perry then went 

on to serve as U.S. undersecretary of defense for research and engineering, returned 

to industry, served as co-director of CISaC from 1988 until 1993, and was called 

back to Washington to be secretary of defense in the Clinton administration. When 

awarding Perry the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1997, President Clinton called 

him “one of the ablest people who ever served the United States in any position.”

Perry returned to Stanford because he believes that the key to solving the thorniest  

international security challenges is through the multidisciplinary training of the next 

generation of leaders. and CISaC’s environment is unusually congenial to the kind of  

innovative thinking and broad intellectual development that Perry champions: at its 

inception 25 years ago, the co-directors of CISaC recognized that solving complex 

security challenges demands linking scientists and engineers with political and social 

scientists. The center has drawn on distinguished scholars from a broad range of 

disciplines and integrates political, regional, and scientific expertise in its research 

and policy work. It unites along other lines as well, bringing together scholars with 

concerned members of the community, the legal and medical professions, military 

leaders, government officials, and business people.

hecker, Eden, and  

the other members of  

the selection committee  

will choose a fellow who  

has a substantive record  

of outstanding work in  

natural science, engineer-

ing, or mathematics; is  

committed to public  

service; and desires to  

make an enduring contri- 

bution to international 

security. Said Stanford President John hennessy, “The Perry Fellowship program will  

provide a vital training ground for tomorrow’s leaders, giving them the opportunity 

to work across disciplines and develop solutions to today’s difficult challenges.” 

Once chosen, the Perry Fellows will conduct rigorous scholarship and policy  

formulation under the mentorship of CISaC’s seasoned security experts, including  

Perry himself. 

They will help ensure that Bill Perry’s remarkable legacy lives on through successive  

generations. as FSI Director Coit D. “Chip” Blacker observes,“We fully expect that 

the Perry Fellows will go on to serve at the very highest levels of government, industry,  

and scholarship worldwide and will play an active role in Stanford’s contributions to  

a world that is just, prosperous, and secure.”   

CISAC Perry Fellowship Selection Begins
By NOra SWEENy

“The Perry Fellowship program will provide a 
vital training ground for tomorrow’s leaders, 
giving them the opportunity to work across 
disciplines and develop solutions to today’s 
difficult challenges.” STANFORD PRESIDENT JOHN HENNESSY

Bill perry (left) and franklin p. Johnson, who gave the lead gift 
to endow the first perry fellowship, at perry’s 80th Birthday 
celeBration.
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Human Rights for the  
21st Century: Sovereignty,  
Civil Society, Culture
Stanford University Press,  
February 2009
By Helen M. Stacy

In recent years, and especially  
since 9/11, debates in international  
relations and international law  
have become ever more polarized  

as religious, cultural, and ethnic differences are painted  
as the catalyst for violence or human rights harms.  
The U.S. exemplifies this debate. Debate has either  
emphasized the importance of national interests as  
justification for exempting the U.S. from international  
human rights standards or alternatively emphasized  
the saliency of international institutions in leveling  
national differences. Human Rights for the 21st Century  
suggests a way out of this impasse, demonstrating that  
both of these positions fail to fully comprehend the role  
of law in today’s global conditions. Stacy argues that  
legal institutions have an invaluable role in articulating  
human rights and that regional courts and judges are  
the new frontier in negotiations between national,  
cultural, and religious identities on one hand and  
universal human rights standards on the other.

Crime, War and Global Trafficking: Designing  
International Cooperation
Cambridge University Press, July 2009
By Christine Jojarth

Globalization creates lucrative opportunities for traffick- 
ers of drugs, dirty money, blood diamonds, weapons,  
and other contraband. Effective countermeasures require  
international collaboration, but what if some countries  
suffer while others profit from illicit trade? Only inter- 
national institutions with strong compliance mechanisms  
can ensure that profiteers will not dodge their law  
enforcement responsibilities. however, the effectiveness  
of these institutions may also depend on their ability to 
adjust flexibly to fast-changing environments.

Combining international legal theory and transaction  
cost economics, this book develops a novel, comprehen- 
sive framework that reveals the factors that determine  
the optimal balance between institutional credibility  
and flexibility. The author tests this rational design  
paradigm on four recent anti-trafficking efforts:  
narcotics, money laundering, conflict diamond, and  
small arms. She sheds light on the reasons why policy-
makers sometimes adopt suboptimal design solutions  
and unearths a nascent trend toward innovative forms  
of international cooperation that transcend the  
limitations of national sovereignty.

chp/pcor

CHP/PCOR Conference Brings Entrepreneurs,  
Industry leaders Together to Discuss Innovation  
in Health Care Reform

On September 16, 2008, the Center for health Policy  
(ChP) and the Center for Primary Care and Outcomes  
research (PCOr) hosted a unique conference at Stanford  
University, Better Health, lower Cost: Can Innovation  
Save Health Reform? in honor of their 10th anniversary.  
The conference provided a West Coast forum to discuss  
how and whether innovation in health care delivery,  
payment incentives, and technology could play a pivotal  
role in improving access to high-quality health care  
globally. The ties between innovation and health care  
expenditures were explored as speakers discussed the  
domestic and developing world contexts. The conference  
had significant participation from Silicon Valley and  
Bay area entrepreneurs, venture capital and investment  
banking executives, leaders of the biotech and high-tech  
industries, provider and insurance executives, as well as  
academics, students, and policymakers.

cisac

Former CISAC Co-Directors Perry and Drell lauded 
for Arms Control Work

Former Secretary of Defense William Perry and physicist  
Sidney D. Drell, with George Shultz and Sam Nunn,  
received the rumford Prize from the american academy  
of arts and Sciences on October 12, 2008, in recognition  

of their ongoing efforts to reduce the global threat of  
nuclear weapons. Perry also was awarded West Point’s  
prestigious Thayer award that was established in honor  
of Col. Sylvanus Thayer, the “Father of the Military  
academy.” The award is presented to an outstanding  
citizen whose service and accomplishments in the  
national interest exemplify the military academy’s  
motto, “Duty, honor, Country.”

Hecker Awarded 2008 National Materials  
Advancement Award

CISaC Co-Director Siegfried hecker was presented  
the 2008 National Materials advancement award by  
the Federation of Materials Societies and the 2008  
los alamos Medal, the highest honor bestowed by  
los alamos National laboratory. hecker is a former 
director of the laboratory.

New york Times Editor Appointed Stanford Scholar, 
Advisor

Philip Taubman, a reporter and editor at the New York  
Times for nearly 30 years and an expert on national  
security issues, has been appointed a consulting professor  
at CISaC and named as an advisor to the campus on  
university issues. Taubman, a Stanford alum and former  
Stanford trustee, is working on a book project focusing  
on the “Getting to Zero” nuclear weapons initiative.

Managing Global Insecurity Project launches  
“Plan for Action”

In November the Managing Global Insecurity project,  
a joint effort of Stanford, New york University, and the  
Brookings Institution, released its “Plan for action,” a  
set of foreign policy recommendations for the next U.S.  
president and other world leaders to address the most  
critical challenges facing the world today. according to  
CISaC’s Steve Stedman, a project co-director, leaders  
face a choice: They can use this moment to help shape  
an international, rule-based order that will protect their  
global interests or resign themselves to an ad hoc inter- 
national system where they are increasingly powerless  
to shape the course of world affairs.

shorenstein aparc

Publications

Greater China’s Quest for  
Innovation 
Brookings Institution Press,  
November 2008
Edited by Henry S. Rowen, 
Marguerite Gong Hancock, and 
William F. Miller

Governments in Greater China  
(Mainland, Taiwan, hong Kong,  
and Singapore) are striving to  

create higher value-added — and homegrown — products,  
services, and technologies. No longer satisfied with China’s  
role as the “world’s factory,” the Chinese government  
calls its effort “Independent Innovation.” Taiwanese firms,  
likewise, are endeavoring to become global architects  
of many products, and hong Kong and Singapore are  
rising to the distinctive challenges they face.

Greater China’s Quest for Innovation addresses  
topics at the heart of these efforts: What specific actions  
are Greater China’s governments taking to advance their  
respective competencies? how do foreign firms bring  
technologies to them? how adequate are the pools of  
talent in Greater China and how are they changing  
as demands increase for highly skilled and educated  
workers? What do patent and publication data tell us  
about trends in science and technology? Why are China’s  
research institutes being reorganized? What has made a  
small set of high-tech regions so productive? 

The contributors to this volume, leading scholars and  
business people from Greater China, the United States,  
and Europe, offer valuable insights into the region’s  
transition from workshop of the world to wellspring  
of innovation.

Hard Choices: Security,  
Democracy, and Regionalism in 
Southeast Asia
Brookings Institution Press,  
November 2008
Edited by Donald K. Emmerson

This is the second in a three-part  
series of books that Shorenstein  
aParC is publishing on asian  

regionalism. In Southeast asia, and particularly for  
the association of Southeast asian Nations (aSEaN),  
security has long trumped democracy as a priority. But  
the brutal dictatorship in Burma/Myanmar, political  
pluralism in Indonesia, and the global growth of demo- 
cratic norms have led some Southeast asians to question  
aSEaN’s habit of turning a blind eye to domestic abuses  
by member states. The concept of regional security,  
meanwhile, is being reoriented from military threats  
toward new dangers to health and the environment and  
from state security toward human security.

Will promoting democracy cause local autocrats  
to hunker down and split aSEaN into hostile camps?  
Will ignoring demands for democracy allow domestic  
pressures to rise to dangerous levels? Should Burma/ 
Myanmar be expelled or engaged? how should aSEaN  
respond to nontraditional threats to security in which  
member states are themselves implicated? In Hard  
Choices, expert authors — including a foreword by Surin  
Pitsuwan, the current secretary-general of aSEaN —  
grapple with these and other key and controversial  
questions for Southeast asia today — and tomorrow.

“Hard Choices offers a most rewarding perspective  
on how Southeast asian states straddle the ongoing  
tensions among three rarely compatible goals: security,  
democracy, and regionalism. The individual chapters are  
empirically rich and topically diverse. In combination,  
they generate a book that is broad in scope and full of  
deep analytic insights. It will be appreciated well beyond  
Southeast asia.” 
— T. J. Pempel, University of California, Berkeley 

fsi

Publications

International Actors,  
Democratization and the Rule of 
Law: Anchoring Democracy?
routledge, 2008
By Amichai Magen and  
leonardo Morlino

Do external factors facilitate or  
hamper domestic democratic  
development? Do international  
actors influence the development  

of greater civil and political freedom, democratic  
accountability, equality, responsiveness, and the rule of  
law in domestic systems? how should we conceptualize,  
identify, and evaluate the extent and nature of inter- 
national influence? These are some of the complex  
questions that this volume approaches. Using new  
theoretical insights and empirical data, the contributors  
develop a model to analyze the transitional processes of  
romania, Turkey, Serbia, and Ukraine. 

Offering a different stance from most of the current  
literature on the subject, International Actors,  
Democratization and the Rule of law makes an  
important contribution to our knowledge of the inter- 
national dimensions of democratization. This book will  
be of importance to scholars, students, and policymakers  
with an interest in the rule of law, international relations  
theory, and comparative politics.

Nobel laureate Outlines Strategy to Reduce Nuclear 
Proliferation Risk 

Nobel laureate Burton richter, director emeritus of  
SlaC and PESD research fellow, published a piece in  
Issues in Science and Technology in which he discusses  
how the international political community might address  
proliferation risk inherent in the expansion of nuclear  
energy. he proposes that an inclusive internationalization  
policy of both ends of the nuclear fuel-cycle can provide  
much needed carbon-free energy while limiting the 
potential for the proliferation of nuclear weapons. he  
argues that the nuclear proliferation problem can be 
remedied by a tightly monitored program through inter- 
national policy and diplomacy where incentives to tame  
proliferation are increased, inspections are more rigorous,  
and a sanctions program is agreed upon and adhered to. 

victor on Offsetting the Human Impact on Climate 
Change Through Geoengineering

In the recent issue of the Oxford Review of Economic  
Policy, PESD Director David Victor explores the  
possibilities of using geoengineering systems to offset  
the human impact on climate change. he argues that  
a regulatory framework to govern deployment of this  
technology system will be required promptly as a  
mechanism to address the human-induced effects on  
the planet’s climate.
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FSI serves as the hub of the Stanford International 
Initiative and the institute’s director plays a central  
role in this effort. at FSI, Stanford scholars take  
an interdisciplinary approach to contemporary  
issues such as how nations can work together more  
effectively and on their own to prevent terrorism,  
overcome barriers to nuclear disarmament, curtail  
global warming, alleviate poverty, institute demo-
cratic and accountable government, and improve  
the delivery of global health care. The FSI Director’s  
Discretionary Fund enables the director to encourage  
new research projects to further the study of these 
critically important areas of international policy.

Gifts to the Director’s Discretionary Fund also  
allow the director to make necessary investments  
in the infrastructure that sustains the institute  
and help make possible FSI’s annual international  
conference. This gathering showcases the cutting- 
edge research and expertise of the institute’s faculty  
and researchers. It provides an important forum for  
them to exchange ideas with other leading experts  
and policymakers. The Director’s Discretionary 
Fund also underwrites the high-quality publications  
that communicate the work of the institute’s faculty  
and researchers to policymakers, other scholars,  
supporters, and influential publics around the world. 

For more information about making a gift to 
FSI in support of  the Director’s Discretionary Fund 
or other opportunities, please contact Neil Penick, 
associate director, development, at 650-723-8681 
or npenick@stanford.edu.
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What a dynamic period this has been for FSI and our nation.  
Change has come to the United States and U.S. foreign policy  
with the election of Barack Obama as the country’s 44th president. 
he has chosen a diverse, bipartisan Cabinet and skilled, seasoned  
advisors to serve in the White house. FSI scholars are shaping 

the new policy agenda by advising the new administration and serving in the government.
FSI Deputy Director Michael McFaul, professor of political science and director of FSI’s Center on Democracy, Development,  

and the rule of law, has been tapped to serve as special assistant to the president for National Security affairs. FSI advisory Board 
member Susan rice has been named U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. 

FSI scholars advising the administration include CISaC research scholar Elizabeth Sherwood-randall, law professor Mariano- 
Florentino Cuellar, and development expert Peter henry. It was my pleasure to serve on the Obama for america foreign policy team  
headed by former National Security advisor anthony lake with Susan, Mike, former Secretary of Defense William Perry, and two  
other distinguished FSI advisory Board members, ambassador richard Morningstar and ambassador Steven Pifer. 

here at FSI, we welcomed policymakers, public intellectuals, and diplomats, including Iranian democracy activist akbar Ganji,  
World Trade Organization Director-General Pascal lamy, diplomats Karl Inderfurth, Teresita Schaffer, and Theodore Eliot, Jr. to  
review challenges in India, Pakistan, and afghanistan, NPr reporter Sarah Chayes now helping to rebuild afghanistan, and Deputy  
Director of National Intelligence Thomas Fingar, who will serve as 2009 Payne Distinguished lecturer. We were riveted by authors  
James Traub, Derek Chollet, Jim Goldgeier, Mike Chinoy, and George herring. FSI’s fourth international conference, Transitions  
2009, provided a major forum to address profound opportunities for change afforded by the election of a new U.S. president and  
historic transitions abroad. long after the formal sessions featuring FSI and outside experts ended, debate reverberated on policy  
issues, prospects, and priorities. 

One month into the Obama administration, global leaders, opinion makers, and publics are galvanized by a new spirit. america  
has committed to use all its power: its military and diplomacy, its intelligence and law enforcement, its economy, and the power of  
its moral example. FSI faculty and scholars are shaping and leading that charge. your continued support makes it possible for us at  
FSI to continue the work that informs and inspires our nation. We extend our heartfelt thanks. Stay tuned.

Sincerely,

Encina Columns
welcome to

coit d. blacker, director


